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About This Project 

     The Oscars Academy Award for Best Animated Feature was first given for films made in 

2001. Until today, this award had been given to 15 animated films. I looked into the records 

about this award, and tried to understand the animation industry by translating and visualizing 

the data. My purpose for this project is to figure out the relationships within this social network, 

between films, their directors, and production companies. Second, to analyze whether the success 

of an animated feature is depends on the production company or the director. In addition, I would 

like to emphasize some other findings about animation creation methods and films in foreign 

languages. 

 

Data Collection 

     I got the data directly from the awards record 

on Oscars’ official website. The data range is 73rd 

- 88th Oscar, included films made from 2001 to 

2015. There were in total 59 nominees, and 15 of 

them were winners of Best Animated Features. 

     Since there were only text records of each nominees on the website, I had to create a database 

in Excel with all the information I needed from each film. Including production company, 

director, and year of releasing. So it will be clearer when I import the edges into NodeXl later. 
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Data Visualization 

     In order to reveal the existed relationships, I created 3 types of edges within NodeXL: 

nominees - Oscar, nominees - production companies, and nominess - directors. I marked all the 

animated features as dots, directors as bule squares, and production companies as green triangles. 

To make the graph more accessible to the audience, I also colored the edges which are connect 

with winning films. 

 

 

     As graph showed above, the edge density is much higher under companies like Pixar, 

DreamWorks, and Disney. Obviously, Pixar has the most winning films during the past 15 years. 

Besides, most of the directors in this graph only directed one film. For those who directed more 
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than one film, they were generally produced by same companies. There are few exceptions that 

I’m going to mention later in this paper. This visualization reflected the relationships between 

the data directly, and the colored edges made it easier to calculate the wining percentage of 

different production companies. 

 

Animated Features & Production Companies 

     The table below was made from the data I collected, and it revealed the numbers of 

wins/nominations under each production companies. As mentioned before, Pixlar, DreamWorks, 

and Disney took the top 3. 

 

Studio Wins Nominations Conditional Probability 

Pixar 8 10 80% 
DreamWorks 2 11 18% 

Disney 2 8 25% 
Studio Ghibli 1 5 20% 

Nickelodeon Movies 1 2 50% 
Warner Bros. 1 2 50% 

Laika 0 4 0% 
Les Armateurs 0 3 0% 

Sony 0 2 0% 
20th Century Fox 0 2 0% 

Tim Burton 0 2 0% 
 

     I added a column of Conditional Probability in this table, which means the chance that 

nominees produced by a company could actually win an Oscar. It can be calculated by bringing 

the total of 59 nominees and 15 winners into this long formula: P(A|B) = ! ! ! ∗!(!)
!(!)

 . 
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Disney as an example: P(Win|Disney) = 𝑷 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒏𝒆𝒚 𝑾𝒊𝒏 ∗𝑷(𝑾𝒊𝒏)
𝑷(𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒏𝒆𝒚)

 = 
𝟐
𝟏𝟓 ∗𝟏𝟓𝟓𝟗

𝟖
𝟓𝟗

 = 𝟐
𝟖
 = 25% 

     This probability can’t be used to make precise predictions for future Oscars, since the winner 

was evaluated from many different aspects. But this number can definitely reflect Academy 

Award Committee’s preferences when judge/critic the nominees. Next, let’s look into the three 

largest animation studios, and find out why they are top 3 in Oscars. 

     Disney is the longest running animation studio, has 92 years of history. Which made it more 

experienced, and specific about what the market expects from it. No to mention its worldwide 

recognition and the huge fan base, Disney is referred as a dream factory by its audiences. The 

theme parks of Disney also boosted up the popularity of its animation. Interestingly enough, 

Disney implanted musical elements into most of its animated features, which set them apart from 

the competition. 

     Pixar was founded by Steve Jobs 30 years ago. Since the founders were mostly computer 

engineers, Pixar masters strong CGI (computer-generated imagery) animation skills, which is 

ahead of many other studios. Different from Disney, whom always builds up its storyline upon 

existed fairy tales, Pixar only makes original films. High standards lead to high budgets, and 

longer producing time for each film. Generally it takes 3 to 5 years to produce an animated 

feature, but some of Pixar’s works cost about 8 years. And hard works finally paid off. 

     DreamWorks Animation was founded by Steven Spielberg in 1994, then became an 

individual studio since 2004, but it still keeps producing 2 to 3 films each year, whereas Disney 

and Pixar produces only one film per year. The category of each film is very diverse, because 

DreamWorks is aim towards broader range of audience, instead of focus on child market like the 

stereotype public putted on Disney. 
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Animated Features & Directors 

     Another table is generated based on units as 

directors. As you can see, the top 3 directors 

Andrew Stanton, Pete Docter, and Brad Bird all 

directed 2 to 3 films for Pixar. Some directors, 

like Hayao Miyazaki, Tim Burton, and Tomm 

Moore, have their own studios, which could make 

a great comparison with the big studios from 

previous section. But before jump to this topic, I 

would like to focus on Chris Buck and Chris 

Sanders, who directed films for different 

companies according the data visualization. 

 

     Chris Buck directed Surf’s Up (Sony) and Frozen (Disney), 

and why did he left Sony and joined Disney? The truth is, Buck 

actually already started working for Disney as an animator in 

1978. As a person who loves challenges, after about two decades 

in Disney, Buck then chose to work with Tim Burton, Steven 

Spielberg, and many other studios, which include Sony. In 2008, 

after Surf’s Up was released, John Lasseter (Disney Animation's 

Chief Creative Officer) persuaded him to come back to Disney. 

That’s the time he started to write the story of Frozen with 

Jennifer Lee, which won him his first Oscar. 

Wins Nominations Name 

2 

3 Pete Docter 

2 Andrew Stanton 

2 Brad Bird 

1 

3 Hayao Miyazaki 

2 Chris Buck 

2 Chris Williams 

0 

3 Chris Sanders 

2 Ron Clements 

2 Sylvain Chomet 

2 Tim Burton 

2 Dean DeBlois 

2 Tomm Moore 
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     Chris Sanders directed Lilo 

& Stitch and a bunch of other 

Stitch related projects while he 

was in Disney. In 2007, Sanders 

left Disney and joined 

DreamWorks, then directed 

How to Train Your Dragon and The Croods. When reporter asked him why he made this 

decision, he said: “I like the way DreamWorks looks at animation. Animation still has a lot of 

different places to go, and I don't want to miss out on a chance to try some new things with it." 

Personally, I think he made the right decision, because the two films he made in DreamWorks 

are much more popular than Lilo & Stitch. From my point of view, maybe his CGI skill is much 

better than his drawing skill, since the Stitch movie was made with traditionally animated 

creation method, but all his films in DreamWorks were made with computer-animated creation 

method. So DreamWorks definitely provide Sangers enough space and backing for him to do 

what he loves and is good at. 

 

Directors & Their Own Studios 

     Hayao Miyazaki founded Studio Ghibli in 1985. All the films produced by Ghibli were 

traditionally animated animations, and Miyazaki directed about half of them. Though Spirited 

Away is the first Japanese animation that had won an Oscar, Miyazaki is actually an animation 

icon in Asia. Because no matter the story happens on fantasy lands with magical creatures or in 

real world, it’s all about the ordinary characters finding the meaning of life and humanity, which 

made his films target more than children, and soon formed his own style. 
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     Tim Burton founded Tim Burton Productions in late 1980s. This studio produces not only 

animations, but also a lot of real films. Tim Burton is a awkward genius, he only makes animated 

features with stop-motion method. Corpse Bride and Frankenweenie were the only two 

animations he made during the past 15 years, and both of them got nominated by Oscars. Though 

he only directed few animated features, he kept his unique style and high quality. 

 

Factors Made Animation Films Successful 

     Based on data and analysis above, I believe both production company and director matters to 

the successful of an animation film. Big companies like Disney, Pixar, and DreamWorks, they 

have huge funding and backing base to support them with any kind of project, not to mention 

many famous brands are more than willing to sponsor them. As to skills, big companies also 

have more access towards advanced technologies, and capable of hiring experts to apply them 

into the animation. Last but not the least, with big companies worldwide recognition and fan 

loyalty, it’s easier to break into larger markets and get people’s attention. 

     Directors who own their own studios like Hayao Miyazaki and Tim Burton did encounter 

limitations due to the size of their companies. But the animated features they produced have this 

unique style from directors, like Miyazaki only produce traditionally animated films and Tim 

Burton only produce stop-motion films. Which are different from big companies’ streamlined 

films full of cliché, and definitely provide audiences more viewing options. So we can’t really 

say which element made an animated feature successful, there are too many different reasons. 

And Oscar Academy Award doesn’t decide whether a film is successful or not neither. Because 

to each audience, if a film speaks to you, then it’s successful. 
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Oscar Awards & Creation Methods 

     I classified my data based on the animation 

creation method each film used into 3 

categories, which are computer-animated, 

stop-motion, and traditionally animated 

method. The table and pie charts below 

reflects how did creation methods influenced the nominees whether can win an Oscar. 

 

     From the pie charts, films made by Computer-animated creation method had the highest 

percentage of wining. I think it’s due to this method requires advanced technological skills, 

which may be an important criteria for Academy Award Committee to judge. And CGI also 

provides better viewing experience to audiences. Stop-motion creation method has the lowest. 

Because it doesn’t belong to the mainstream, but it’s a fascinating genre. And many audiences 

actually have a preference on stop-motion films. Traditionally animated creation method 

contains our childhood memories, so we don’t want to obsolete it even when there are so many 

CGI films. Under current situation, hand-draw animations don’t have any visual advantage. So 

they must have great storylines to attract audience’s interests. 

Creation Methods Wins Nominations 

Computer- 
animated 13 27 

Stop-motion 1 11 
Traditionally 

animated 1 20 

Total 15 59 
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Nominees in Foreign Languages 

     There were total 12 films in foreign languages among all 59 nominees. All 5 Japanese 

animated features comes from Studio Ghibli, Spirited Away won the Oscars in 2002. The 

Triplets of Belleville and Ernest & Celestine come from Les Armateurs. I believe Oscars 

provided a fair stage for films around the world. Still, I would like to see more nominees from 

other Asian countries, and this may bring more Asian culture into people sight. 

Animated Features Languages 
Spirited Away 

Japanese 
(5) 

Howl's Moving Castle 
The Wind Rises 

The Tale of the Princess Kaguya 
When Marnie Was There 
The Triplets of Belleville 

French 
(5) 

Persepolis 
The Illusionist 
A Cat in Paris 

Ernest & Celestine 
Chico and Rita Spanish 

Boy & the World Portuguese 
 

Limitations & Future Research 

     Due to huge data, few errors occurred when transferring content from database to NodeXL 

template. And I think I need more knowledge about the animation industry to help me analyze 

the relevant data. In the future, I would like to bring box office into the database to see if sales 

have a influence on production companies wining future Oscars. And I would like to look into 

the new technology that may influencing the industry in the future. 
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